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Abstract

Several methods of analysis are available for quantification of left ventricular volumes and

ejection fraction using three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography. This study compared the

accuracy and reproducibility offivemethods of analysis in a novel, irregularly shapeddynamic

heart phantomwith excellent image quality. Five 3D datasets were acquired on a Philips IE33

platform using an X5-1 3D transducer. Each dataset was analysed by five different methods

using the Philips QLab v8.1 software: Methods A1, A2 and A3, semi-automated contour

detectionwith varyingdegrees of user correction;MethodB, Simpson’s biplanemethodusing

optimally aligned four- and two-chamber views and Method C, method of discs, manually

delineated in reconstructed short-axis views. Time–volume curves were generated for each

method and compared with the true volumes measured throughout systole in the phantom

heart. A second observer repeated measurements by each method in a single 3D dataset.

Method A1 (uncorrected semi-automated contouring) produced the most consistent time–

volume curves, althoughend-diastolic andend-systolic volumes variedbetweendatasets. Any

manual correction of contours (Methods A2, A3 and B) resulted in significant variation in the

time–volume curves, with less consistent endocardial tracking. Method C was not only the

most accurate and reproducible method, but also the most time-consuming one. Different

methods of 3D volume quantification vary significantly in accuracy and reproducibility using

an irregular phantom heart model. Although contouring may appear optimal in long-axis

views, this may not be replicated circumferentially, and the resulting measures appeared to

be less robust following the manual correction of semi-automated contours.
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Introduction

Recent advances in three-dimensional (3D) echocardio-

graphy have facilitated assessment of left ventricular (LV)

volumes and ejection fraction (1). However, delineation

of the entire LV endocardium is necessary in order to

obtain accurate measurements (2). The introduction of

semi-automated contour finding algorithms has made

clinical application of 3D quantification more practical,

particularly in high-volume clinical echocardiography

laboratories. Several methods of 3D contouring are

available using different image orientations, degrees of

automation and manual correction of automated con-

tours. Previous studies comparing volumes obtained by
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3D echocardiography with magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) have reported reasonable agreement and high

levels of reproducibility using several different methods

of LV volume calculation (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). However,

validation has been performed mainly in cohorts of

patients with normal ellipsoid LV shapes and with varying

image quality. Furthermore, volumes obtained by echo-

cardiography are frequently lower than those measured

by MRI (9). These differences have been attributed in part

to echocardiographic image quality, which may variably

affect the various methods of 3D quantification.

In our laboratory, we have established a (commer-

cially available) beating heart phantom for performance

of 3D echocardiographic studies. This creates ideal

conditions to compare several methods for volume

measurement by excluding the effects of limited acoustic

windows. Additionally, it provides an opportunity to

challenge the semi-automated contour finding algorithms

by assessment of an irregular/non-ellipsoid ventricle.

This study compared the accuracy and reproducibility

of dynamic volume measurements obtained by five

different 3D echocardiographic methods in an asymmetric

beating heart phantom.

Methods

Dynamic heart phantom

The dynamic heart phantom (Shelley Medical Imaging

Technologies, London, Ontario, Canada) consists of a

hydrogel anthropomorphic heart attached to a control hub

designed to govern its motion, applying both torsional and

compressive forces (Fig. 1).

The heart itself consists of a polyvinyl alcohol-based,

anatomically accurate left and right ventricular structure

without valves, specifically designed for ultrasound interro-

gation. The hydrogel material mimics the density and

ultrasonic properties of myocardium. The LV cavity shape

was designed to resemble that of a patient following a

transmural apical myocardial infarction with bulging of the

apex in systole.As theheartphantomismadefrompolyvinyl

alcohol, there is onlyminor change inwall thickness during

systole. During its moulding, the material was mixed with

graphite for generation of ultrasound speckle and an iodine

solution for contrast in cardiac computed tomography.

The heart is centred within a transparent Plexiglass case

filledwithdistilledwater. It is fixed toa cradle at its basal end

and an axle at the apex, also supported by the cradle. This is

mounted on a floating base plate to allow long-axis motion

during the cardiac cycle. The axle simulates longitudinal

motion (compression) as well as torsion. As ventricular

volume changes, fluidwithin the heart is displaced through

twoports at the base. A thinplastic filmon theupper surface

serves as a scanning window providing short- and long-axis

views from a parasternal-like position over the heart.

The phantom generates an ECG which is transferred to the

3D scanner through the audio input of the scanner, and

the heart rate was 36 beats/min.

Volume measurement

The true ‘resting’ and dynamic volumes of the LV were

measured before echocardiographic images were acquired.
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Figure 1

Side-view schematic of the dynamic heart phantom system; adapted and reproduced with kind permission of Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies.
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The anthropomorphic heart was removed from the

apparatus, emptied completely and filled to the top of

the LV ports using a laboratory measuring cylinder, where

the volume of the ports was already known. The resting

LV volume was 68.0 ml.

Assessment of dynamic ventricular volumes was made

by video measurement of the fluid level in a calibrated

measuring tube throughout the cardiac cycle. Measure-

ments were obtained frame by frame (30/s) by visually

documenting each volume as indicated by the bottom of

the fluid meniscus. The measuring tube was located

perpendicular to the ventricle with a gentle curvature

between the measuring tube and the ventricle port to

minimise any impact on the moving fluid. Two separate

recordings were made and each analysed twice, with the

resulting mean considered the ‘true’ volume for compari-

son with echocardiographic measures. Maximum and

minimum volumes were 73.0 and 61.8 ml respectively.

Direct measures obtained by video were highly reprodu-

cible with standard deviation ranging from 0.0 to 0.9 ml

throughout systole (Fig. 2). The resolution of volume

measurements was 0.25 ml as determined by the scale of

the measuring tube, which was scaled in mm (this was

tested by injecting 1 ml into the tube, which raised the

fluid level by 4 mm). During volume measurements, the

possible effect of pressure wave delay was minimised by

the very long duration of the cardiac cycle, the relatively

small volume changes and the set-up of the apparatus with

short and relatively wide tubing from the ventricle to the

measuring tube. The parallel course of the calculated

volume curves and the volume curves derived from 3D

echo (in particular method of discs (MOD)) also support

our assumption that there is no significant delay. The

resolution of the video camera used was 1920!1080p at

30 frames/s.

Echocardiographic volume measurements

3D datasets were recorded with a Philips IE33 ultrasound

machine (Philips Ultrasound Ltd, Bothell, WA, USA) using

an X5-1 3D transducer. The volume rate was set at 20 Hz,

depth 17 cm and sector width 80!80 degrees, which

allowed inclusion of the entire heart in the 3D volume set.

Gain, compression and time gain compensation were

optimised to provide similar signal intensities at all depths

and to reduce echoes from the fluid. Before performing the

measurements, a protocol was agreed upon by both

readers, which follows the ASE guidelines for both 2D

and 3D LV volume measurements. Reader 1 was a novice

reader with 6 months experience using QLAB on the

phantom datasets before performing the analysis of this

study, whereas reader 2 has 30 years of experience in 2D

echocardiography and 10 years in 3D echocardiography.

As there are no valves in our phantommodel, a consensus

was reached between the readers that the mitral border

would be the slice void of any traceable area. Acquisition
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Figure 2

Repeated measures of the true volume throughout systole. D1, dataset 1; D2, dataset 2; A1, analysis 1; A2, analysis 2.
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was performed using a full volume setting to create a

single-beat dataset by ‘stitching’ of four sub-volumes.

Datasets were analysed off-line using a commercially

available software application (Philips QLAB v8.1) speci-

fically designed for clinical 3D dataset processing. This

application has two sub-programs for analysis of 3D

datasets for measurement of LV volumes: 3DQ and

3DQadv.

Ventricular volumes were measured using datasets

obtained from five separate 3D echocardiographic acqui-

sitions performed at different positions within the

phantom viewing window. These datasets were acquired

consecutively every 1–2 min with the dynamic phantom

running continuously. The volume measurements using

the measurement tube were not performed simul-

taneously with the 3D acquisition for practical reasons,

as the true volume measurements were highly reproduci-

ble in time and volume. No trigger was used. However, the

pumps always started at the same LV volume, which was

verified during the reproducibility measurements. By

taking the true volume measurements at the same time-

points of the echo measurements, the corresponding

volumes could be matched. Five different methods of

analysis (Methods A1, A2, A3, B and C; see Table 1) were

then carried out by a single observer for each acquisition.

Volumes were calculated by each method at 0.04–0.05 s

intervals as determined by the analysis software, during

the time from maximum to minimum cavity size. These

were compared with volumes measured by video using

frames obtained at the corresponding phase of the

phantom cardiac cycle. A second observer (reader 2)

repeated measures by each method using data from the

first echocardiographic acquisition. In order to limit the

amount of data to be analysed, only the systolic phase of

the cardiac cycle was used. This provided the maximum

range of volumes.

3D semi-automated contour finding

(Methods A1, A2 and A3)

The sub-program 3DQadv was used for semi-automated

identification of LV borders. On a quad screen display, the

upper quadrants represent orthogonal 2D planes of the 3D

dataset corresponding to the four- and two-chamber views

(Fig. 3). Both views were optimised using the visibly longest

length of the phantom LV in both views. In sub-program

3DQ, it is possible to quantify the length to increase the

accuracy for finding the true long axis, but not in 3DQadv.

For Method A1, semi-automated contour finding was

applied without manual correction of the contours. Long-

axis orientation was optimised to display non-foreshor-

tened orthogonal 2D planes by aligning the centre of the

mitral annulus with the true cardiac apex in both views.

Landmarks were positioned at the mitral annulus in each

long-axis view, and one at the apex to initiate the

endocardial contour finding algorithm. This was per-

formed in end-diastole and end-systole (determined by

maximum and minimum cavity sizes) and sequence

analysis performed to generate a time–volume curve,

with interpolated volumes calculated for each frame

throughout systole. The results are displayed as a 3D

‘shell’ view of the ventricle with corresponding borders

that can be interrogated in the long-axis views.

For Method A2, the long-axis planes were optimised

as described previously. Following initial semi-automated

contouring in end-diastole, the long axis contours were

manually corrected a maximum of twice if they did not

accurately follow the endocardium. The same process was

repeated for the end-systolic frame before sequence

analysis was performed.

For Method A3, sequence analysis was performed

following semi-automated contouring as in Method A1.

The interpolated long-axis contours were then corrected at

each frame throughout the cardiac cycle from end-diastole

to end-systole, generating a time–volume curve with

corrected contours at each point.

2D MOD from 3D dataset (Method B)

Simpson’s MOD is the standard technique for assessing

volumes in 2D echocardiography, but can also be applied

with 2D images reconstructed from a 3D dataset using the

sub-program 3DQ (Fig. 4). Measures are obtained from

orthogonal sections through the ventricle representing

standard four- and two-chamber views (1). Foreshortening

was avoided by aligning with the true apex, such that LV

length was equivalent in both views. Measurements were

Table 1 Summary of 3D analysis methods.

A1 Semi-automated volumetric method without
manual correction

A2 Semi-automated volumetric method with manual
correction of end-diastolic and end-systolic
contours before processing the 3D dataset

A3 Semi-automated volumetric method with manual
correction in all frames after processing the
3D dataset

B Simpson’s biplane method of discs on optimised
orthogonal 2D planes of a 3D dataset

C 3D method of discs technique using short-axis slices

2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-dimensional.
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performed according to established guidelines (1, 10, 11)

by placing markers at the mitral annulus and the apex.

A provisional ventricle-shaped contour is deployed, which

in most cases required manual adjustment to trace the

endocardium. Volume is calculated automatically by

summing the sub-volumes of a stack of 20 discs from base

to apex. An ellipsoid shape is assumed for each disc with

diameters derived from ventricular width in the long-axis

views. A measurement was performed at every time-point

between the largest and smallest volumes with small

adjustments as necessary.

The purpose of this paper was to compare all the

commonly used methods for volume calculation in

echocardiography. The 2D MOD has been used in clinical

studies previously. It may be considered illogical to

acquire a 3D volume only to disregard the majority of

the data. The advantage of this technique is to perform

segmentation of the LV on unforeshortened orthogonal

2D views, which can be created from 3D datasets. This

approach takes less time than processing the entire dataset

and provides results comparable to more complex 3D

methods (12).

3D MOD (Method C)

The sub-program 3DQ also allows volume measurements

from short-axis views using an application called iSlice.

This divides the 3D dataset into 16 short-axis slices in

which the endocardial borders are traced manually

(Fig. 5). These were aligned perpendicular to the true

long axis, with the outer slices placed just beyond the

limits of the LV cavity to ensure that the entire volumewas

contained. The LV length was measured as the distance

from slices 1–16, and the total volume was calculated

from the sum of the 14 intervening slices.

Results

Excellent quality images were obtained in all five

3D acquisitions without significant echo dropout.

Figure 3

(a) Quad screen displaying the results of Method A1 after placing markers

at the base and the apex of the long-axis views, which initiates the

calculation of the LV volume (yellow shell). The contour is displayed in

three orthogonal planes including a short-axis plane (b). After completing

Method A1, corrections of the contour can be carried out (Method A2), and

this is demonstrated on the four-chamber view; the green markers indicate

points of manual correction and the results are shown in section (c).

The correction resulted in a better alignment of the apical bulge (arrow).

However, it can be seen in the mid-short-axis view that the derived contour

still deviates from the endocardial contour.
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Time–volume curves are presented displaying the volumes

calculated by each method through systole, compared

with the true volume (Fig. 6).

ThemeanGS.D. of the end-diastolic volume (EDV) and

end-systolic volume (ESV) for the true volumes and the

five methods are presented in Table 2. The best agreement

between true volumes and volumes obtained by 3D echo

are found by Method C.

The time–volume curves demonstrate that the uncor-

rected semi-automated contours (Method A1, Reader 1)

followed the true volumes most reliably through systole.

Initial variability in semi-automated contouring resulted

in a range of values of 10.2 ml in diastole (EDV) and

11.1 ml in systole (ESV) over the five acquisitions.

However, contour tracking through systole was generally

consistent with calculated stroke volumes varying by only

2.6 ml – ranging from 11.7 to 14.3 ml, compared with a

true stroke volume of 11.2 ml.

Any manual correction introduced significant variabi-

lity in endocardial tracking. Using Method A2 (Reader 1),

the range of EDV (13.1 ml) and ESV (17.1 ml) is greater

than that with the uncorrected contours. The contour

tracking is also less consistent resulting in a much wider

distribution of calculated stroke volumes, in the range

of 23.7 ml (from 1.9 to 25.6 ml). A similar result is noted

for Method A3 (Reader 1), with a significant variability

resulting from frame-by-frame correction of long-axis

contours. Some of the analyses performed by this method

demonstrate fluctuating volumes and do not follow the

gradual decline in the true volume curve. A broad range of

EDV and ESV (15.6 and 11.7 ml respectively) is reflected in

the broad distribution of calculated stroke volumes,

varying by 24.8 ml (from 3.4 to 28.2 ml).

Similar results were also obtained using 3D Simpson’s

biplane method with corrected long-axis contours

(Method B, Reader 1). Calculated EDV varied by 14.2 ml,

ESV by 14.3 ml and stroke volume by 16.3 ml. Method C

(short-axis MOD, Reader 1) was by far the most consistent

method for calculating EDV with the values consistent

within 2.4 ml compared with 8.6 ml for ESV. Calculated

volumes were also the most accurate compared with the

true volumes. The variation in ESV is reflected in the range

of stroke volumes (8.6 ml, from 2.1 to 10.7 ml), which is

higher than using the uncorrected semi-automated

contours (Method A1), but lower than any of the other

manually corrected methods.

For each of the analysis methods, the results are

replicated in time–volume curves obtained by reader 2.

Semi-automated contours without manual correction

(Method A1) closely follow the stroke volume curve.

Adjustment of the initial contours (Method A2) causes

deviation, particularly due to increased error in EDV, and

frame-by-frame correction (Method A3) results in a

fluctuating time–volume curve. By Simpson’s biplane

method (Method B), the EDV and ESV are actually close

to the true volumes; however, difficulty with contour

tracking is evident with marked fluctuation of the

Figure 4

Method B – Simpson’s biplane method using Philips QLAB 3DQ in a three-

dimensional dataset.

Figure 5

Method C – the iSlice tool (Philips QLAB v8.1 software) was used to

reconstruct short-axis slices, which can be manually delineated.
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time–volume curve. The curve obtained by Method C

is close to the true volume curve and similar to that of

reader 1.

Discussion

The main finding of this study is that, under the given

experimental conditions using an asymmetric LV with

good image quality, the 3DMOD (Method C) was themost

accurate and consistent method for calculating true

volumes when compared with the other available 3D

echocardiographic methods.

With excellent image quality obtained using a

phantom heart, the semi-automated algorithms are

limited in their contouring of an asymmetric ventricular

shape. Uncorrected contours appeared to be the most

consistent at tracking systolic motion. While the process

of manual correction appears to improve delineation in

long-axis views, differences arising from correction around

the remaining endocardium result in an increased

variability.

The phantom heart provides a basis for the assessment

of ultrasound techniques and analysis methods in a con-

trolled setting. To our knowledge, this is the first study

using a dynamic phantom heart for 3D echocardiographic

volume measurement with widely used, commercially

available methods for LV assessment.

Previous studies have tested 3D imaging techniques

using static phantom models to assess the accuracy of

volume measurements and to determine associated

sources of error (13, 14). These phantoms were egg

or balloon shaped, comprised of Zerdine and Latex,

and a simple ellipsoid shape. Levels of accuracy and

reproducibility reported in these studies were high, and

this has also been demonstrated in clinical studies using

similar techniques (3, 5, 6, 7). To examine the effect of

border definition using ultrasound, Mor-Avi et al. assessed

Table 2 MeanGS.D. of end-diastolic, end-systolic and left

ventricular ejection fraction calculations of the true volumes

and the five 3D echocardiographic methods.

EDV ESV

True volumes 73.0G0.0 61.8G0.5
Method A1 63.7G4.3 50.4G4.8
Method A2 69.6G8.3 58.3G7.0
Method A3 71.4G9.8 57.0G4.8
Method B 68.0G6.7 55.2G6.4
Method C 70.1G2.0 61.4G2.3

EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume.
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(a) Time–volume curves obtained by each method: A1 (a), A2 (b), A3 (c), B (d) and C (e) repeated for each of the five different datasets (D1–D5).
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volume differences measured from short-axis images of a

balloon phantom of known volume (150 ml). The middle

border was most accurate (148 ml), with volumes obtained

from the inner and outer volumes varying by 57 ml (13).

However, the acoustic properties of myocardium (and the

dynamic heart phantom) probably differ from a balloon

phantom and, in this study, the inner border was traced

in keeping with usual clinical practice.

Evaluating the accuracy of a contour finding algo-

rithm requires a ventricle that changes in shape and

volume during the cardiac cycle. While the true volume

changes observed in this study were smaller than that

would be observed in the clinical setting, even in a severely

impaired ventricle, the primary aim of the study was to

challenge the contour finding algorithms by simulating

change in shape of an asymmetric or irregular ventricle.

Some issues were apparent at several stages of

contouring and analysis. As a first step, orthogonal planes

are used to define long-axis views through the true apex

(Fig. 3). While this can usually be assessed visually, it may

be more difficult to do so in the context of an apical

abnormality such as an aneurysm. In such cases, precision

can be improved by confirming equivalent ventricular

length in the orthogonal long-axis views, which was not

possible with the available software.

Following initial placement of ventricular landmarks

to guide the algorithm, the initial contour frequently

deviated from the apical marker. The software manufac-

turer advises placement within the apical myocardium to

allow accurate contouring. Identification of the basal

ventricular landmarks appeared less problematic.

The endocardial contours provided by the semi-

automated algorithm can be corrected manually in several

different ways and repeated at intervals in the cardiac

cycle. Despite this, optimal fitting of recalculated contours

to the endocardial borders was not observed in the heart

phantom, and the contours did not always correspond to

desired points from the manual correction. In particular,

short-axis views demonstrated a persistently ellipsoid

contour deviating from the endocardial circumference,

implying that the algorithm is limited in its ability to

follow irregular borders despite correction. For the

reproducibility measurements, the dataset was completely

reset and the readers had to reselect the 2D planes for

initialisation of the volume measurements. This creates

an error because of the lack of symmetry of the phantom;

an apical aneurysm makes it difficult to determine a

distinct apex. Under these conditions, there is variability

where the apical marker is placed. This is quite different

from normal LVs.

The 3D MOD was the most accurate and reproducible

measure in the current study. This method is analogous

to the accepted standard for calculation of LV volumes

in cardiac MRI (15). The results reflect those of previous

studies – using static phantoms with LV aneurysms of

varying morphology, Buck et al. (16) found that volume

measures obtained by the manually contoured 3D MOD

were more accurate (bias 1 ml, K11.6 to C13.4 ml) than

those obtained by 2D Simpson’s biplane method (bias

9 ml, K33.8 to C49.4 ml). In a further patient population

with LV aneurysms, the limits of agreement for EDV were

smaller using the MOD (K39.7 to C18.4 ml) compared

with Simpson’s biplane method (K89.4 toC73.4 ml) (17).

It may be intuitive that manual delineation in short axis

at multiple levels is superior to more limited tracing in

long-axis views, particularly when relevant geometric

assumptions cannot be made. It also follows that the

MOD is the most time-consuming measurement, taking

an average of 12 min/3D dataset in this study. In

comparison, using the semi-automated algorithm takes

w3 min with interpolated volumes throughout the

cardiac cycle. However, the additional time taken for

analysis from short-axis images is routine for LV volume

and functional assessment in MRI.

Despite optimal imaging conditions, there were

remarkable differences between true volumes and echo-

cardiographically measured volumes. The differences

between the true volumes and the volumes measured by

Method A1 range between 4.5 and 16.5 ml for the EDV and

6 and 19 ml for the ESV. Better agreement was found for

the 3D MOD with 2.0–4.4 ml for EDVs and 1.3–4.2 ml for

ESVs. The larger differences observed for Method A1 are

most probably due to the fact that the 3D volume

calculation algorithm cannot completely align with the

asymmetric ventricular border. Previous phantom studies

have also shown differences between the true volume and

the echocardiographically measured volume depending

on where the contour was placed (13). By tracing the

contour just inside the endocardial border, we might have

caused a slight underestimation of the true volume.

It should be noted that, in this study, the whole heart

phantom could be included in the 3D dataset from the

scanning window. In the clinical setting, the cardiac apex

is usually not well seen from the parasternal long-axis view

meaning the superiority of this method may not be

replicated, particularly in the context of a significant

apical abnormality. The set-up with a parasternal window

provides more perpendicular imaging of the LV borders

compared with images from the apex. However, the high

image quality also translates to the reconstructed long-axis
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views, which had very clear borders compared with those

obtained from apical views in humans. As demonstrated

in Fig. 3, the discrepancies between the true volumes and

volumes obtained by Methods A1, A2 and A3 are most

probably because the algorithm cannot follow the

endocardial border and this can be observed in the

short-axis views as well. In practice, 3D images for volume

measurement are standardly obtained from apical views.

As such, endocardial definition from reconstructed short-

axis views is limited even in patients with very good

image quality. However, methods that demonstrate the

potential for improvement do exist: the facility to alter

slice thickness, increasing experience with the use of

contrast agents, and even fusion of echocardiographic

datasets (3, 18, 19, 20) may improve image quality and 3D

reconstruction in the coming years. With further develop-

ment of accurate short-axis contour finding algorithms,

the true 3D MOD, as currently used in cardiac MRI,

may yet become a practical clinical application in

echocardiography.

Study limitations

The dynamic heart phantom was designed to allow

accurate comparison of analysis techniques in a controlled

setting by eliminating discrepancies due to image quality.

Despite excellent image quality in all acquisitions, there

are some inherent limitations to the use of a dynamic

phantom that should be acknowledged. It has previously

been noted that images were acquired from an equivalent

parasternal rather than apical view. The phantom itself

was of relatively small volume compared with that of an

aneurysmal ventricle, and the resulting volume changes

and ejection fraction were significantly lower than would

normally be observed in the clinical setting. Unfortu-

nately, the current version of the heart phantom provides

only one shape; as a result, this study was unable to test its

methods in ventricles of different sizes and shapes. This

study was also designed to assess the semi-automated

contour finding algorithm in the context of an aneur-

ysmal apex; therefore, the results may not apply to more

regularly shaped ventricles. In living hearts, the endo-

cardial borders are less well defined compared with the

heart phantom and, therefore, accurate boundary place-

ment is more difficult which may worsen the variability

of measurements.

Observer variability was only provided using a second

reader (inter-observer). However, including the repeated

measures of Reader 1 would not add anything to the

overall findings of the study. This is due to the inherent

high reproducibility of the phantom and the fact that five

datasets had already been analysed by the first reader.

Furthermore, with the variability of the results in the test–

retest methodology demonstrated for the semi-automatic

methods, it was felt that an intra-observer variability

would not affect the study conclusions.

Conclusion

In a dynamic heart phantom with optimal image quality,

different methods of 3D volume quantification varied

significantly in their accuracy and ability to track the

endocardial contour through systole.Measures using semi-

automatedmethods appeared less robust followingmanual

correction – this probably relates to constraints within the

contour finding algorithms, which were particularly

challenged by the shape of the phantom heart in this

study. The 3DMOD, usingmanually drawn contours from

short-axis slices, was the most accurate and reproducible

method but also the most time consuming.
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